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About This Game

Story
Take control of one of the few remaining humans on earth. It's the year 2041; the atmosphere is toxic from global warming and

nuclear war. All known survivors live in bunkers underground having to grow their own food and make their own drinks to
survive. Luckily, different resources can be traded between bunkers, thanks to the droids that go back and forth gathering and

dropping off supplies.
In this game you will need to grow your own crops to eat, you will need to brew some crops for a drink, while trying to get the

XP required to leave the bunker you are now trapped in.

Features

holographic swag trails

doomsday theme

stat tracking

character customization

bunker customization
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choices have an impact on the story

Can you survive in an unforgiving world?
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Title: Survival Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Publisher:
Displacement Studios
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB video memory

Storage: 12 MB available space

Sound Card: optional

English
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Good potential for a game, But is lacking content at the moment (obviously :P) I'll be keeping my eye on this one. Even for less
than a dollar, this "game" is just a boring grindfest. Tycoon in name only.. Really fun can not wait for updates.. It's fun but I'd
love to see more content.. If you are looking to lose time on a cookie clicker you may as well find it for free on the web but the
game is pretty nice, hope the developer adds more stuff. When you have all of the crops and you know how the game works it
just feels repetitive, its tedious to farm 10,000 exp points just to finish the game when you already had bought every extra asset.
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I didn't really enjoy the game I doesn't really tell you what to do and the graphics are just bad. 4\/10. The game feels unfinished
and it doesn't look like it is going to get any more updates.
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